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them is to adopt a Zappos orientation

and put kiosks in the stores. He cites

the success of Amazon as proof. To

drive the point home about retail sales,

in a recent speech to real estate agents

he raised the specter of Google listing

homes. 

The sales that won’t go the way of

the internet will be sales in which

customers require customized and

personalized solutions. These are the

high end sales where customers

require senior level expertise, insights,

ideas, and strategic advice to grow

their businesses. For example,

customers buying new computer

systems for their companies care

about ideas, ease of use, and

installation and what is around the

corner over and above picking out

servers, desk tops, tablets, or price.

Jeffrey is confident that salespeople

who sell anything that must be

customized and personalized are

pretty much assured of a job—if they

can deliver the value customers want. 

We know that the computer and e-

marketing are here to stay. His

question is, How will someone make

buying so sophisticated that any

customer can get anything he or she

wants any time of the day or night with

the click of the infamous Buy Now

button?

So what can you as a salesperson

do to win in this fast changing

environment in which the internet is a

major player? 

Jeffrey offered three pull no

punches strategies:

1) Don’t count on any particular system

of selling. He warns salespeople who

count on a traditional sales

methodology in which they probe for

things they could have Googled or who

try to find their customers’ pain or

qualify customers, that they are ‘’dead

ducks” and he suggests “they learn a

new trade”. Instead he advises you to

walk in with deeper pre-call research,

ideas, and insights. Your customers

care about only one thing: how they

can produce and profit more after they

take ownership. His mantra is

“Customers don’t want to be sold but

they love to buy.” and he sees this as

pervasive in the new sales world.

2) Be socially relevant. Don’t simply

become socially savvy. Become

socially dominant. Apart from your

company, establish your own brand.

Your customers are not buying your

company. They are buying you! Jeffrey

underscored that first sale that is made

is the salesperson him or herself. Your

customers are checking you out on

Google, LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook,

and Youtube to make sure you bring

value. Additionally if you change jobs

you take your brand with you. To

Jeffrey “Resumes are dead.”

3) Get recognized as an industry

expert. Be perceived by your

customers as a resource, not a

salesperson. The question to ask

yourself is “Are you inside helping the

decision be made or outside on a

bench waiting for the decision to be

made?” 

All of these things add up to one thing:

YOU. That’s what it is all about. You

may think you have a great reputation

and relationship with a customer but

when you lose on price, you have a

price based relationship. Jeffrey feels it

is the loyalty aspect of the relationship

that must be dominant. Loyalty is the

end product of value, reputation,

brand, and expertise in your niche,

resources, emotional connection and

trust in you. 

Jeffrey clearly sees the challenges

ahead for the sales profession and

right along side of that he sees

opportunity to excel and win. He

certainly merits his title, Chief

Executive Salesman. 

His advice, “Love what you do or

get out of it. It takes loving what you do

to rise to the top. If you believe in your

heart you can help your customer,

march in there and do it.”                      �

His advice,  “Love
what you do or get
out of it.  It takes

loving what you do to
rise to the top.  If you
believe in your heart

you can help your
customer, march in

there and do it.” 

Jeffrey has a deep understanding of

the perils salespeople face thanks

to the internet. At the same time he

delivers clear directives on how to

succeed in a world where sales in a

number of industries will be lost to the

“BUY NOW” button. He has his finger

on the pulse of sales and his eye on the

future which clearly is just around the

corner.

In our conversation, Jeffrey first

focused on some of the problems that

are leading salespeople to lose deals

to competitors or to the dreaded no

decision. He pointed to salespeople

who still think that it is their job to

quality customers when in fact

customers are qualifying them or who

think they can sell by identifying the

customer’s pain.

While there can be collaboration

between salespeople and on-line

buyers for example, with a salesperson

who sells tickets to an event who

brings value with advice about seating

and so on, Jeffrey sees the B2B market

as pretty much over. As for brick and

mortar stores, one hope he sees for

Jeffrey Gitomer is a prolific NY Times best selling author, columnist, speaker, trainer,
and sales leader. His title is CES, Chief Executive Salesman. He exudes sales
optimism. His understanding of sales today combines with his vision of sales
tomorrow to guide and inspire. Even over the phone he projects bigger than life and
his insights I promise you will get you thinking.

The Perils of the
BUY NOW Button 
A conversation with Jeffrey Gitomer by Linda Richardson

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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� The second Academy level – Internal Sales – goes live on July 2nd, and we will be delivering two
modules per week for five weeks at 1:00pm Eastern (6:00pm GMT)

� Each highly-interactive session will be recorded, so if delegates miss one they can download and
listen in at a time more convenient to them.

� Top Sales Academy is FREE.

Members of our Faculty delivering this program:

� Trish Bertuzzi, jonathan Farrington, Colleen
Francis, Barb Giamanco, Jill Konrath, Ken Krogue,
Kendra Lee, Lori Richardson, Tibor Shanto and
Wendy Weiss.

The Program
Sessions run on Tuesdays and Thursdays from July
2nd – August 8th at 1pm EST 6pm GMT.

� July 2nd Module 1: "Inside Sales: Professional
Sales Done Remotely" Ken Krogue

� July 9th Module 2: "The Characteristics of Top
Inside Sales Pros" Jonathan Farrington

� July 11th Module 3: "18 Ways to Keep Sales
Momentum Going Through the Summer" Lori
Richardson

� July 16th Module 4: “Selling in a Changing
Market” Tibor Shanto

� July 18th Module 5: “KPI vs. KP-why? Key
metrics to track your results – before it's too
late!” Colleen Francis

� July 25th Module 6: "Solving the Social Selling
Puzzle" Barb Giamanco

� July 30th Module 7: “6 Things You Need to
Know Before You Call Another Prospect” Wendy
Weiss

� August 1st Module 8: “The New Rules of Email
Selling” Kendra Lee

� August 6th Module 9: "Secrets of Prospecting
Ninjas" Jill Konrath 

� August 8th Module 10: "SalesSpeak: The Good,
the Bad & the Unforgivable" Trish Bertuzzi 

Trish
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Jonathan
Farrington
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Lori
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Tibor
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The Second Level
of Top Sales
Academy is Ready
for Launch

TOP SALES ACADEMY
is sponsored by

This Level is sponsored by

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/join-us/registration/


Have you ever heard this one? “My

salespeople can’t close.”

I cringe when sales executives ask

for a training program about closing the

sale. Save your money. It’s never about

closing. Never. That’s just the symptom. 

The problem almost always stems

from the activities salespeople neglect

or overlook during earlier parts of the

sales process. Training them to close is

like treating chronic back pain by

stretching or applying heat. You may

get some temporary relief from the

symptom, but unless you treat the

problem—the pulled muscle or

degenerating disc—your pain won’t

really go away.

Investigate Your Lead Sources 
Traditionally, executives have not

considered the source of leads to be an

important factor in closing new

business. Any lead is a good lead,

right? Wrong!

Close rates vary dramatically based

on how we’re introduced to clients. So

whether you are an individual business

owner or part of a larger organization,

the first step to increase close rates is to

examine how you and your team are

sourcing leads.

How did you meet your prospect?

Were you introduced by a trusted

source and, therefore, pre-sold? Or did

you meet the prospect at a trade show,

through cold calling, or through a Web

or direct-mail inquiry?

When salespeople receive referral

introductions, they close business more

than 50 percent of the time (typically 70

percent or higher). Leads from other,

less-direct sources have only a 1- to 3-

percent close rate. 

Questioning Counts
Once the lead has been sourced,

enhance your close rate by

understanding what your client really

needs. What clients think they need

and what will truly solve their problems

can be very different things. Like us, our

clients are often too close to their

business issues to step back and

evaluate the real cause of their

problem. Rather, they focus on what’s

most visible—the symptom. 

Many salespeople ask one or two

questions and assume they have

zeroed in on the client’s need and

appropriate solution. This is rarely the

case. These salespeople don’t take the

time to evaluate the situation, gain true

understanding, and define the

significant problem or need.

Thoughtful, provocative, and

probing questioning increases not just

your close rate but also the scope of the

sale. When you do a great job of

questioning and understanding the real

problem, the scale of the project often

increases—meaning you earn more

money and the client gets a solution

that creates demonstrable business

results. Your client looks good, the

company is successful, and you are

poised to receive additional business

and referrals.

The Prospect Needs a Task
Never leave a meeting with a list of

things for you to do and no action items

for your prospect. Without an

“assignment,” your client isn’t invested

in the solution. You may ask him to

provide you with materials, conduct

research, survey his internal team, or

connect you with important internal

resources—whatever you decide is

appropriate. Just make sure your

prospect has a task.

And, always, always leave your

meeting with another meeting

scheduled. If your prospect is

noncommittal, you may have been too

quick to jump to a proposed solution.

You haven’t closed. Go back. It’s never

about closing.                                           �

This article was written by
Joanne Black

To find out more about Joanne, visit:
www.NoMoreColdCalling.com
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I cringe when sales
executives ask for a

training program
about closing the

sale. Save your
money. It’s never

about closing. Never.
That’s just the

symptom. 

If your sales reps aren’t hitting their numbers, it may be
time to stop treating the symptoms and start treating
the problem.
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It’s Never
About Closing
It’s Never
About Closing

Joanne Black



The second way that tools fuel

revenue growth is by helping

salespeople be more effective—both in

front of customers and behind the

scenes. Customers expect salespeople

to be knowledgeable and timely.

Anything less puts the rep at a

competitive disadvantage which in turn

jeopardizes revenue growth. 

I’m not suggesting that tools alone

will do the job.  A paradigm shift in

thinking, and a modification in behavior,

must also take place. I’m not referring to

salespeople here, but rather sales

managers. Managers must realize that

every decision they make will impact

how efficiently (and effectively) reps

use their valuable selling capacity. So

tools that help managers get the

information they need without

negatively impacting reps’ productivity

are also crucial for fueling revenue

growth.

How much should companies

spend on sales tools?

I often get asked “what is a

reasonable amount of money to spend

on sales tools?” This question also

requires a paradigm shift in thinking.

Sales tools are not an expense. When

chosen correctly, they offer a far greater

gain in revenue. There is a simple

calculation for determining how

incremental revenue you can generate

by improving efficiency with sales tools.

With the 215 principle, we know there

are 1720 selling hours in a year (less in

European countries). If your average

annual revenue per rep is $1M, then the

average revenue generated per hour =

$581. 

However, this calculation doesn’t

represent the full story. Studies show

that B2B salespeople spend an

average of only 35% of their sales

capacity communicating with

prospects. That means your $1M of

revenue is really coming from just 602

selling hours per year (not 1720).

Average revenue generated per hour

would therefore equal $1661. You can

plug your own data into the following

mathematical formula:

Avg Annual Revenue per rep ÷

(1720 x % selling time) x (hrs saved per

month x 12) = ROI

If a sales tool (or a combination of

sales tools) frees an additional 20 hours

per month for salespeople to spend

with prospects, they will generate an

additional $398,640 each year (don’t

forget to multiply that times the number

of salespeople). So, should you spend

$2400 or even $12,000 per rep, per

year for the tools you need?  I would

certainly be happy to invest $12,000 if I

was confident that it would yield an

additional $398,640 in revenue. 

Which tools will get the job done?

Watch this space. Each month I’ll

describe a different sales tool that can

empower your sales team. You’ll learn

about new tools, what they do and

whether they can help you. Now is the

time to prepare for explosive revenue

growth in 2014 and to make sure you’ll

have all the tool fuel you’ll need.           �

Sales Tools Really do Fuel
Revenue Growth
Sales tools help sales organizations grow revenue in two ways. The first way is by
improving efficiency. Efficiency is key to revenue growth because salespeople have
limited sales capacity (just 215 selling days each year). More efficient use of sales
capacity causes revenue to go up. 

This article was written by
Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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I often get asked
“what is a reasonable
amount of money to

spend on sales
tools?” 

Nancy Nardin

Best Practices of Analytical
Inside Sales Management

June Webinar:

Join our webinar on June 12th, from 1-2pm EDT to learn how to be a data-driven
sales manager. 

Top sales managers use data and analytics to better manage their sales team. Learn
how to do the same:

� How To Be An Analytical Sales Manager

� Secrets to a Data-Driven Sales Culture

� The Top Sales Reports That You Must Use Now

The webinar will be hosted by Jonathan
Farrington, a globally recognized business coach,
mentor, author and consultant, and Zorian
Rotenberg, InsightSquared Vice President and
sales veteran. Jonathan and Zorian will draw on
their collective experiences in the sales industry
to help you become a better sales manager.

Register now!

http://go.insightsquared.com/l/15232/2013-05-23/4vrlm


The annual Top Sales & Marketing Awards contest has been created to hail “the
heroes” of the sales and marketing space; to laud those companies and individuals
who have gone that extra mile; who have been unafraid to challenge paradigms; who
have had the courage to pioneer, when others remained wedded to the status quo.
You will find the 2013 timeline over in the right-hand column, but should you require
any additional information, or have an interest in becoming a 2013 sponsor, please
email Jonathan Farrington – jf@topsalesworld.com

The 2013 Top Sales

& Marketing

Awards

The Timeline ...

May 14th

Categories Announced

May 21st

Nominations Invited

November 5th 

Last Date For

Nominations

November 12th 

Judging Panels

Announced

November 17th

Finalists Announced

November 24th

Polls Open

December 13th

Polls Close

December 17th

Live Online

Awards Ceremony

2013 Awards

Categories

� Top Sales & Marketing 
Thought Leader

� Top Sales & Marketing Article
� Top Sales & Marketing

Assessment Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing Blog
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Blog Post
� Top Sales & Marketing Book
� Top Sales & Marketing 

CRM Solution
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Data Provider
� Top Sales & Marketing

eBook/White Paper
� Top Sales & Marketing

Productivity Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Resource Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Social Media Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Linkedin Group
� Top Sales & Marketing Video
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Marketing Video

You can nominate here �
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2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
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http://www.pointclear.com/


Top Sellers use LinkedIn
more strategically

89.9% of top sellers view LinkedIn as

essential to their success. And, almost

70% of them spend over six hours per

week on LinkedIn. Essentially, they’ve

fully integrated it into their prospecting

process. 

When we looked at the type of

research top sellers did on LinkedIn, in

virtually every category their usage

was triple everyone else’s. When we

looked at group membership and

activity, again they spent significantly

more time on LinkedIn. 

In short, they’d figured out how to

circumvent traditional prospecting

methodologies filled with endless

emails and phone messages. Instead,

they’d discovered ways to establish

online relationships and build

credibility prior to any initial meeting.

That was their goal and their strategy. 

For example, Robbie Johnson won

a $500,000 contract for IT consulting

services. Originally, he’d been laughed

out of the office of this Fortune 100

company and told to come back in

three years when his firm was big

enough to handle their needs. 

Instead, he leveraged LinkedIn

groups to build relationships with key

personnel from that company. He

answered questions, offered advice

and shared resources. Nine months

later, one of his new contacts invited

him to bid on a project her company

was undertaking. She said he was

perfect for the job – and he got it!

The Verdict is In

So can LinkedIn really increase

sales? The answer is yes. Robbie’s

success is just one example that we

uncovered in doing the survey.

Countless people shared how they’d

used LinkedIn to get business. 

Thomas von Ahn now generates

58% of his business through

connections he nurtures on LinkedIn.

And, Rachael Lyman gets prospects

to reach out to her via her because of

what she does on LinkedIn. (Click
here to read LinkedIn Sales Secrets

Revealed, a free ebook that goes into

depth on their strategies). 

But you can’t dabble with it and

hope for results. Instead, you need

to invest time learning about its

capabilities. You need to share your

expertise in numerous ways. You

need to engage people in

conversations within LinkedIn and

then move outside it for further

discussions. If you haven’t done

much with LinkedIn yet, it’s time to

get going.                                          �

For starters, 4.9% of all survey

respondents (who we called “top

sellers") were getting lots of new

sales opportunities via LinkedIn AND

having a great year in sales.

Conversely, 55% of respondents

never had an opportunity. 

Clearly the top sellers were

approaching LinkedIn very

differently from everyone else. But

what were they doing? Here’s what

we found out.

Top sellers pay more
attention to their
professional presence

They view LinkedIn as a sales tool

that enables them to showcase their

expertise with the world. Their profiles

are much more complete and framed

from a customer’s perspective. 

In addition, they are invested

significantly more time and effort in

sharing relevant content and

showcasing their personal expertise.

They do this via groups and updates. 

Top sellers use more of
LinkedIn’s capabilities

While research was everyone’s #1

activity on LinkedIn, top sellers were

using it much more extensively than

their counterparts. Essentially, they

were using it as their personal

database. Take a look at the

differences between the two groups in

these three categories (see Chart 1). 

We also discovered that many

survey respondents were totally

unaware that they could create and

save prospect lists on LinkedIn based

on a wide range of criteria. Nor did

they realize that this “saved search”

capability would regularly updated

them when new people met their

search parameters – thus giving them

a steady stream of new prospects

As you can see from Chart 2, top

sellers used this capability

significantly more than their peers

who weren’t having much success

on LinkedIn.
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Can LinkedIn Really
Increase Your Sales?
We recently surveyed over 3000 salespeople, entrepreneurs and business
professionals to find out the answer to that question. We wanted to know what was
working and what wasn’t. We uncovered some really interesting information and
insights that we compiled in Cracking the LinkedIn Sales Code. 

Clearly the top sellers
were approaching

LinkedIn very
differently from

everyone else. But
what were they doing?

Here’s what we
found out. 

This article was written by
Jill Konrath.

To find out more about Jill, visit:
www.jillkonrath.com
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Chart 1

Chart 2

Jill Konrath

http://www.jillkonrath.com/linkedin-sales-secrets/


� Do we have a process for

capturing leads that come from non-

traditional sources like Twitter?

� Have we created and clearly

communicated social communication

guidelines to our sales people?

� What social networking platforms

should our sales people use?

� Have we created a training plan to

ensure that sales people are properly

prepared and have the right sales and

technology skills?

� How do we define success and

what will we monitor, measure and

track?

With more variables to consider in

today’s selling environment, there is

great risk in ignoring these questions

and others. Blindly jumping forward is

not the answer. 

Skills – Sellers today need a

combination of great sales skills and

the ability to use technology

effectively to support their goals. 

Unfortunately, the over reliance on

technology is replacing the basic

principles of great selling and the gap

is only getting wider. Does it really

matter if sales people can use

technology to reach prospects more

quickly if what is said in the phone call

or email lands with a thud? 

In a Digital Marketing Digest

released by Silverpop, they say that

“Buyers, fed up with crowded inboxes

and irrelevant advertising noise, are

shutting out content that isn’t relevant

to them and using search and social

to control their own buyer journeys.”

Without training and guidance,

many sales people are short circuiting

sound selling principles by using

social media to reach prospects and

sell to them simultaneously. This

“spray and pray” mentality only serves

to push buyers away. Second

chances are rare.

To solve the skills gap, implement

a training curriculum focused on two

things: 

1. Providing sales people the

relevant sales skills that considers

today’s buyer. 

2. Teaching them the effective use of

technology to support the sales

process.

Execution – This isn’t the first step

toward successful social selling, it is

the step that brings everything else

together. Execution is about

disciplined behavior – sales people

engaging in the right activities

consistently and using technology in

the right way.

A variety of sales and social media

activities must be well executed.

Sales people need to represent the

brand online, generate new leads,

reach decision makers fast,

differentiate themselves from

competitors, present solutions,

demonstrate business acumen,

manage multiple relationships with

decision makers, negotiate deals and

close them quickly. Social media

plays an important role in the selling

process with the bulk of the tactical

execution being at the front end of the

cycle. 

Sales leaders need to diligently

monitor and measure the effective

execution of sales activities, which

includes constantly evaluating the

sales and technology skills of their

people and providing the ongoing

training, coaching and support that

they need to succeed.

I will close by saying that I’d like

you to think of social selling as you

might a winning sports team. You

need a strategic play book, sales

people with the right skills who

execute well at all phases of the

game. Would you send a football

team out on the field with players in

no particular order, hand them a ball

and expect them to win the Super

Bowl? 

Without the trinity of Strategy,

Skills and Execution, sales people

may be seen by more prospects or

bring in a few new leads, but they

won't win the big game over time!      �

From my perspective, what's

missing is a focus on the bigger

picture. After all, it takes more than a

well written social profile or a few

connections, clicks and likes to

achieve sales objectives. 

Thanks to social networks and the

Internet prospects begin the buying

process without the involvement of

sales 60%-80% of the time. With the

ability to educate themselves quickly

and independently about products,

solutions and the companies who sell

them, sales people are no longer

primarily needed for education.

Buyers expect them to bring more to

the table, and this new reality is a

struggle for many sellers.

This shift in buyer behavior is at

the heart of why I have a problem with

the yammer related to social selling.

Most of it centers primarily on

execution - the tactics, techniques or

technology. Each, in their own way,

play an important role in selling today,

but it should not be assumed that

these things on their own will address

the challenges that many sales

organizations find themselves facing. 

What isn’t being talked about

enough is that in response to a

different kind of buyer, sales people

and their managers need to change

their mindset and selling behavior.

You cannot slap new technology on

outdated sales approaches and

expect to win. Adopting a social

selling mindset means change. The

rub is that change is difficult, and there

are no short cuts to getting there. 

If you are a sales leader who is

serious about adopting social selling in

your organization, these are the three

steps I recommend that you take: 

Strategy, Skills, Execution
Strategy – It is tempting to want to

skip right over this important first step.

You may be thinking that there isn’t

time to create a strategy; you need

more sales now. Make time. If you

want different sales results, you need

to do things differently. 

Do not assume that your marketing

team has this covered. Even if they

have a plan for using social media on

behalf of the business, it probably

does not address the specific needs

of the sales organization. 

The planning process should

answer questions like these and

more:

� Are our sales and marketing goals

aligned?

� Who is our target audience and

what do they care about?

� What social channels are our

prospects likely to be engaging in?

� How can we make it easy for sales

people to track their online

connections and track conversations

as part of our current CRM process?
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This article was written by
Barb Giamanco.

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/

In a mad rush to achieve short-term sales objectives
and with many experts proclaiming that "social selling"
is the panacea to get there, important points about
what constitutes sales success is noticeably absent
from most social selling conversations. 

Take a Strategic Approach to
Social Selling

With more variables
to consider in today’s
selling environment,
there is great risk in

ignoring these
questions and others.

Blindly jumping
forward is not the

answer. 

17Top Sales World Magazine June 2013

Barb Giamanco
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Over the past few weeks, a small

team of professional researchers

rigorously examined the credentials of

one hundred and fifty possible

“candidates” to arrive at the top fifty,

and we also asked the editors of the

most popular sales resource venues

to give us their opinion.

The criteria we used to benchmark

each individual’s impact within the

sales space was:

� Social media presence – Twitter/

Facebook/ Klout score/LinkedIn

authority.

� Quality, regularity and popularity of

written work – books, blog posts,

articles, EBooks etc. 

� Active engagement with

recognized resource sites.

� And not least, a commitment to

continually advance selling and

marketing practices.

Congratulations to everyone who

made the list, and thank you for

adding so much value to the way we

sell, and to the way we market

ourselves.                                             �
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Top 50 Sales & Marketing
Influencers for 2013
Who really are the sales
and marketing experts,
gurus, commentators,
authors and spokespeople
that are genuinely
influencing the way we
think, sell and market our
companies/
products/solutions in
2013? We decided to find
out - not subjectively, or
for that matter, purely
objectively.

Why were these
50 individuals chosen?

Find out Here �

http://www.thejfblogit.co.uk/2013/06/07/how-we-chose-the-2013-top-50-sales-marketing-influencers/
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meeting, face-face, because face-

face selling is still a dominant feature

of selling at that level. If that meeting

goes well, and the full traditional

sales/buying cycle is followed, there

may be another five, six, seven …

meetings, not just involving the lead

salesperson, but possibly his line

manager; some technical resource on

very “big-ticket” deals, even some

finance input – team selling.

You do not need a degree in higher

math to calculate the total cost of all

this effort: I read somewhere the other

day that it now costs $1500 to put one

salesperson in front of one customer

for one meeting. I actually think that

this number is very conservative. But

you get my point?

Whilst this level of investment may

be justified for extremely high-value

business, and may be possible to

control, we are talking about less than

0.5% of all business transacted, and

this means that for everything else,

we should be considering our options.

The reality is that the traditional

customer call once seemed

indispensable to the selling process –

the time and expense involved were

just a basic cost of doing business.

But today, the business community

has to regard the sales call as an

expenditure for which there are

substitutes. For many companies

telemarketing, video conferencing

and direct email, have made the sales

call a choice, not an inevitability –

which takes us back to understanding

why so many companies are moving

their salesforces inside – I repeat, it is

pure economics.

Advances in technology mean that

we can now effectively conduct face-

face meetings online – and you know

what, we can manage five, six, seven

meetings in one day, rather than the

one or two we are managing at the

moment.

Please be assured, I am not
predicting “Armageddon”

I do not see a time when there will

be no need for professional salesmen

and women!

But what I am suggesting is that

many sales roles will disappear over

the next three to five years, as more

and more products and solutions

become “commoditized”

So how long will it be before you

are replaced by a credit card

acceptance screen?

Change is inevitable – it is the one

constant we can rely on: It cannot be

refused or resisted, so we have to

accept it and adapt and thrive. The

sales space isn’t dying, it is just re-

shaping itself, and what comes next is

bound to be more exciting than what

has been before – we just have to fully

embrace it and keep the shutters of

our minds in the up position.

Next month I want to tackle the
following questions: Some surveys

project a tremendous reduction in

sales jobs so is the need for

salespeople declining? Where will the

sales jobs of the future be? Is sales

still a great career path? Will inside

sales be the dominant deployment

model of the future? How should do

we determine the “right” sales

deployment model for our

organization? As we look at changing

our sales deployment model, what are

the critical success factors in

migrating from one to the other (for

example going from field sales to

inside sales)? What are new skills

sales professionals need to develop

to be successful in the new world of

selling? Is marketing increasing in

importance? Will customer support

roles become more significant? In the

future, will customers move straight

from the foreplay stage (marketing) to

the cigarette (customer

support/service) and miss out on the

sales interaction altogether via an

automated process? Is it time the

sales training industry stopped

coaching skills that will soon be

irrelevant? Is the sales training

industry keeping up with customer

preferences? Join me?                         �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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The net effect of all of
this has put

thousands, if not
millions of companies
– globally, not just in

North America or
Europe – out of

business.

Don’t just take my word for it …..

“Customers everywhere

increasingly prefer virtual interactions

with sellers. Trend data reveal that

sales organizations are shifting

resources from outside to inside

sales. Inside sales growth is 30%

faster than their outside sales

counterparts. The number of Inside

Sales departments is projected to

grow from 800,000, in 2009, to over 2

million in 2013.”

Dave Stein CEO ES Research (You

can read the entire post HERE)

“Inside sales has never been more

important, and it seems like every

minute brings new changes. Keeping

up, staffing up, and preparing for the

coming year has never been more

important — and for that, you need

the inside track. Our trend report is

100% accurate — loaded with great

advice on tactics, tools and talent that

will keep you on track and ahead of

the curve.”

Josiane Feigon, President of
TeleSmart (Download her FREE

Inside Sales Trend Report HERE)

So why is selling really going

inside?

The most obvious reason is pure

economics: After the recent financial

meltdown, companies have been

forced to examine the true cost of

sales and what they will have

discovered may have startled them,

because sales costs have been

spiraling out of control for a number of

years: Fuel costs, labor costs, the cost

of raw materials, for example, have

soared, and put simply, because of

intense competition, the price of our

products and solutions have remained

largely unchanged - as has sales

achievement levels. 

The net effect of all of this has put

thousands, if not millions of

companies – globally, not just in North

America or Europe – out of business.

You see, it is very easy to calculate

gross margin/gross profit – which is

what most compensations plans are

still based on, amazingly – you simply

deduct your buy-in cost from your sell-

on price. However, your actual net

profit is vastly different. Let me give

you an example …

Let’s take a typical sale in a

consultative/collaborative

environment: After some pretty

rigorous qualification at the front-end,

we decide that we have uncovered an

opportunity that is worth pursuing. We

typically arrange an initial exploratory

The Future of Professional Selling -
There is No Way Back Now
Unless you have been holed up in a remote cave somewhere in Outer Mongolia, with
absolutely no access to the outside world for the past two years, you will be aware of
the huge migration to internal sales positions.

Jonathan Farrington
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http://davesteinsblog.esresearch.com/2012/02/02/is-inside-sales-training-equal-in-importance-to-field-sales-training/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DaveSteinsBlog+%28Dave+Stein%27s+Blog%29
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This new software solution allows

companies to modernize their

field sales operations, leverage the

investment they’ve made in legacy

CRM systems, improve their system's

usability, and extend its usefulness.

Many companies cannot afford to

switch CRM providers, as they’ve

spent a lot of time and money

creating and customizing their current

system. To start from scratch with a

new CRM would take a prohibitive

amount of time and money. At the

same time, some companies are

struggling with poor reporting

compliance by sales reps using

systems that are difficult to learn and

harder to use.

Front Row CRM was designed by

sales reps and was built around four

basic principles. It had to be easy to

learn; fast and easy to use;

accessible on a variety of mobile

platforms; and clearly demonstrate

the ability to help sales

representatives save time and make

more money. Front Row Solutions’

Sales Pro Application combines the

fastest, easiest mobile reporting tool

available with real-time, robust

information for sales managers.

The company’s middleware gives

sales reps access to all the benefits of

Sales Pro on the field, and allows

sales manager to access the reported

data on both the legacy CRM and the

Front Row Solutions website.

Companies can choose from two

integration options. The first allows the

reps to instantly send a sales report to

the FRS server and then the

company's legacy CRM to populate

the established database. The second

allows for this communication

between the Front Row Solutions

server and the legacy CRM, but also

allows the sales rep access to the

updated database from the field. Both

the FRS server and the legacy

database are accessible to sales

managers.

Sales Pro allows sales reps to

spend less time on administrative

tasks, gives them productivity tools

and customer insights on the go, and

frees up their time so they can make

more sales, more quickly. Sales reps

can complete a sales report in less

than 60 seconds, giving the rep and

the sales manager real-time

information on every call, customer

contact, and sale.

FRS Sales Pro has been

synchronized with most major CRM

systems, including Sales Force, Sugar

CRM , Act, Microsoft Dynamics, and

more. Front Row Solutions CRM has

also been integrated with a variety of

ERPs, financial data systems, and

home-grown management systems.

Front Row Solutions works with the

administrators of its clients’ legacy

CRMs to find the best solution for

integrating Sales Pro to ensure a

smooth transition. That gives clients

access to the sales reporting tools

they need to re-engage their sales

force and boost productivity.

To view or download the app, visit

the app store for Apple, Blackberry, or

Android, and search for “Front Row

Sales Pro.” To learn more about the

FRS Sales Pro app, view the video or

visit www.FrontRow-Solutions.com.

1. Balance activity and 
effectiveness. 

When I first managed salespeople, I

was laser-focused on activity. Over

time I learned that, even though an

active rep will bump into deals, you

can’t build a high-performing sales

organization on activity alone. It takes

a careful balance of activity and

effectiveness. You have to do as much

work on building effectiveness.

2. Hire for attributes. 
Even though I worked in staffing, I

defaulted to hiring for experience.

That’s always what my clients

wanted.. I believed that by hiring

experience, I wouldn’t have to do

much managing. I believed it would

make my job easier. Over time, I found

that managing is easier when you hire

people with the right attributes and

coach, train, and develop them.

3. Serve salespeople before
the organization. 

The organization makes incredible

demands of the sales manager. Many

of those demands do nothing to help

the sales manager or his team to

produce better results. The more time I

spent with salespeople actively

helping them with their deals, the

better the results. Even if the

organization has to wait for what it

needs, I learned it is better to serve the

sales force first.

4. You manage the process. 
It was awesome to help someone

grow into an effective salesperson. But

the challenge is in notching up the

whole sales organization. The real key

to a high performing sales force is

building and managing a process that

improves the performance of the 80%

of the sales force that makes the top

20% possible.

5. You have to see for
yourself. 
If you really want to know how a

salesperson performs in front of your

prospective clients, you have to go see

for yourself. My ability to know how to

help salespeople was improved by

seeing things for myself.

6. There is only one forecast
date that matters. 

It doesn’t matter what the close date in

your sales force automation says, if it

isn’t a date your dream client has

agreed to, the opportunity isn’t going

to close on that date.

7. Show no mercy when
cleaning the pipeline. 

Salespeople are happy to work on

opportunities. They need opportunities

to make their number. Much of what

comes into the pipeline aren’t

opportunities. Show no mercy and

protect the sales force from

themselves when it comes to

disqualifying. 

8. The big lever is caring
enough to personally
coach. 

I managed salespeople. But, if you

want a high performing sales force,

you need to care enough about the

individuals on your team to coach

them directly. It takes time and energy.

But that investment is returned many

times over in results.                             �

There may not be any role in business more difficult
than the first line sales manager. It’s likely if you’re in
that role, you are modeling one (or more) of your sales
managers. This is a list of ideas that I wish I’d had when
I started managing salespeople. 

Eight Things I Wish I’d Known Before
I Managed Salespeople

This new software solution allows companies to
modernize their field sales operations, leverage the
investment they’ve made in legacy CRM systems,
improve their system's usability, and extend its
usefulness.

Front Row Solutions Releases Integration
Solution for Legacy CRM systems; New
middleware breathes new life into existing CRM
systems, without sacrificing legacy databases

This article was written by
Anthony Iannarino.

To find out more about Anthony, visit:
http://thesalesblog.com/
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Anthony IannarinoAdvertorial

For more information, call 1-800-986-0983, email sales@frontrow-
solutions.com, or visit www.FrontRow-Solutions.com
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Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten
posts – in our opinion –
and then announce one
winner. The four weekly
winners will battle it out
for the “Top Sales Blog
Post of the Month” title,
and be re-published here
in our Top Sales
magazine. May’s winner
was Anthony Iannarino.

Top Sales Article
May 2013
Top Sales Article
May 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
May 2013

M A Y  2 0 1 3

Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for May was Dave Kurlan.

Sales Management Best
Practices – Are Top
Salespeople Challengers?

M A Y  2 0 1 3

I am asked quite often about the

Challenger Sales model. I’ve written

about it twice, something that might

lead you to believe I like it, but that’s

not entirely true. Read this article
and be sure to read the comments – a

disagreement between me and the

editor of the study. Make sure you

read this article too, written when the

study appeared in the Harvard
Business Review.

I am certainly not the only one

scratching my head about why The

Challenger Sale is getting so much

attention. There’s nothing new here
(for 24 years I have been writing about

the blueprint to the sales DNA they just

recently described, building into our

assessments and delivering training

on it) and while some of the

Challenger approach is fundamentally

correct, it can be very misleading too.

Sales has changed dramatically in

the past 5 years and among the many

things that are significantly different is

this: You must be able to differentiate

yourself and your company and

actually be the added value. You can

do that by asking the right questions,

at the right time, for the right reason.

It’s all about listening. Consultative

Selling, while being a question-

centric approach, is driven by

listening and nearly everyone who

writes about it misses that point.

Another point that is often missed is

that when Consultative Selling is

properly executed, you can’t help but

develop a relationship. Another point

that is often missed is that if you are

effective with Consultative Selling,

you will, in essence, also be using

Solution Selling. Why am I bringing

all of that up? One of the premises of

the Challenger Sale is that

Relationship Selling and Solution

Selling are dead. As they say in Monty

Python, it’s Not Dead Yet.
I don’t promote an approach

based on either Relationships or

Solution Selling, but both must be

incorporated into an appropriate 2013

sales approach. Also worth noting, the

approach or methodology is only one

part of selling. Without a sales

process and a sales model, no

methodology will work very well on its

own.

Mike Schultz, a partner at The

Rain Group, wrote this article
highlighting their own study,

Read More Here�

Aspire to be more: Your vision of

yourself isn’t big enough. Your

capacity far exceeds any limits that

you perceive. You are capable of

being and doing more. You only begin

to stretch yourself when your vision

grows big enough. Once you believe

that you can be more, you will become

more.

You can create a lot more value

than you are presently. Go ahead and

be more.

Fear isn’t real: There are plenty of

bad and unpleasant things that will

happen to you over the course of your

life. Those bad things can cause you

great pain. But fear isn’t real. It’s an

emotional state. It’s suffering an

imaginary pain. It takes courage to

face the things that may harm you.

But it’s the thing itself that harms you;

the fear is something you conjure up

in your mind.

Go ahead and act.

There is only abundance: There

are a lot people who go without what

they need to survive. But that isn’t

because there isn’t enough food,

clothing, shelter, or water. There are

people who need help because they

have no money. But that isn’t because

there isn’t enough money in the world.

And there are people that go without

love, but that isn’t because love is a

finite resource. Because we humans

are endowed with curiosity, creativity,

and resourcefulness, we have nothing

but abundance. Scarcity is a mindset.

Believe that you can give more,

and be open to receiving more.

Love is what matters most: You are

only going to judge your life by your

relationships. You are going to

consider your successes in life to be

the times when you made a difference

for other people. You are going to

remember the people that lifted you

up, that cared for you when you

needed help. More than “success,”

more than money, more than any

possessions, love is what matters

most of all.

Go ahead and love more. That’s all

there really is.
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Four Important Ideas about
Success

http://www.omghub.com/salesdevelopmentblog/tabid/5809/bid/41196/Sales-Effectiveness-IDC-and-CEB-Draw-Conflicting-Conclusions.aspx
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How much are referrals worth to you?
THE VALUE OF REFERRAL SALES

$156.1K 

$11.5K 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Quarter Ending 

22 TOUCH* 

COLD CALLING 

VS. 

AVG SALES/USER/YR 
(@ $6,500 per referral) 

JENNIFER DEROIN
Business Development Director
Nichols Group

“We are a professional services business where trust 
and relationships matter. We get exceptional sales 
results with 22 Touch. It’s dignified, simple to use, 
and creates a steady stream of referred business.”

- JENNIFER DEROIN

Turn contacts into relationships 
and relationships into sales.
Relationships are the key to a successful life and business. Use 22 Touch to connect on 
a personal level with the people who matter. Whether they’re prospects, referral sources 
or current customers, we turn contacts into relationships and relationships into sales.

“22 Touch is an extremely cost-effective and time-efficient way to automate a 
high-touch prospecting system to acquire clients and build your business. I 
highly recommend it.” 

– BILL BACHRACH, CEO
  Bachrach & Associates, Inc.

“22 Touch provides me with the structure I need to connect with my important 
relationships.”

– STEPHEN HOOD
Financial Advisor

“In first month of using 22 Touch I received 4 referrals. It has made a positive 
impact on how I build trust with my prospects and helps me achieve my sales 
goals.” – BARRETT WHITTINGTON

Payroll Services Sales Manager

www.22touch.com

THE PROCESS

90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEEWHAT IS 22 TOUCH?

90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEE

Use our “wizard”
for a fast start

Easily upload 
your contacts

Automatically schedules
touches and reminders

3

Connect with substance 
using system selected 
articles, blogs & news 

5

1

2

Expand your skills with 
our video training series

4

http://22touch.com/what-is-22-touch-video/
http://app.22touch.com/registration
http://app.22touch.com/registration
http://22touch.com/
http://22touch.com/


You have come into this sales job

of yours: either it was the only

one you thought you could get at the

time, or it’s in a field you want to

pursue. Let’s go after your personal

goals.

In this Monthly Post, I encourage

you, and provide a road map, for

following your instincts for Self Worth.

I’m also going to throw in a bit of a

curve: you may be under-rating your

capabilities. Your true value to your

customers may be in your ability to

translate your value along the sales-

engineering interface™.

Oh no, not that request, Babette,

you may say to me, were we sitting

across the table at the local pub. Oh

yes, very much so, would be my

response to you. I offer three tips on

why this is possible. 

1. It’s up to you to make
sense to them – and
yourself. 

You took on your current sales

position. Now you’ve been working for

a few months, or even years. Yet you

sense you may not “fit in” to the typical

sales format. You’ve already intuited

this. You are far too analytical. Most of

your company’s marketing

communications don’t make common

sense to you. You scrutinize before

you make a decision. What makes

you think your true target markets are

less exacting?

2. You are capable of
crossing the sales-
engineering interface.  

You are able to understand what

everyone’s saying, even though they

are sitting across the business table

from you. Don’t think for a minute that

anyone else seated around that table

is able to do what you are capable of.

Most folks shut each other out if it

requires too much thought to

understand and comprehend. For you,

it’s an intuitive thing. You are a natural.

Use your inquisitive capabilities to

open up an entirely different, lucrative

business segment that you can own.

3. Your soft skills are
powerful. 

You are a facilitator, a translator of

possibilities for your customers.

Technical manufacturers and service

companies struggle to make what they

know accessible to their target

markets. You can become that trusted

advisor and vendor who leverages

your facilitative know-how against your

company’s products, services and

platforms to produce revenue and

business development strategies that

fuel everyone’s bottom line, including

your own.

Have I grabbed your attention?

Tune in for next month’s post on Soft

Skills.                                                     �

Compensation plans are structured

to focus a rep’s efforts and

motivate sales personnel toward

achieving a certain result. 

Yet, lately, I continue to observe

sales teams where the current plan is

doing exactly the opposite of what it is

intended to do. And that’s a problem. 

Three Companies with Three
Very Different, Very
Ineffective Compensation
Plans

I was recently with a client CEO sharing

disturbing observations about the (lack

of) hunger and intensity among several

members of his sales team. The CEO

was very proud of his company’s

compensation model. It had a large

variable commission component based

on total business growth, and various

bonus opportunities based on key

business drivers. In his mind, at least, it

was a very effective plan. 

At another client, a senior executive

boldly declared the power of his sales

compensation plan, which was,

technically speaking, a 100%

commission program with zero base-

salary. In this executive’s mind, there

could be no doubt that the plan was

working because it was based purely

on sales performance. 

In a third company, a president

shared how they purposely moved their

reps’ compensation to a higher fixed

base salary and lower variable

component due to the slow economy

and continued difficulties within their

industry. The thinking was that the

sales force would appreciate the

company’s generosity and desire to

protect the reps from the downturn in

the business. This “appreciation” would

supposedly engender loyalty and hard

work from the sales force.

COMPensation and
COMPlacency

There was a common thread running

through all three of the sales

organizations. COMPlacency! The
first four letters of the words
compensation and complacency
are the same. 

In each of the situations above,

the existing compensation plans were

not only not achieving the desired

result, they were actually fostering

the very complacency they were

designed to avoid.

Two of the scenarios described

have a high variable commission

component. But in effect, there is very

little variation at all. In the company

with the 100% commission plan, the

sales reps manage established

territories of mature accounts. So

while their pay is technically variable

based on sales performance of the

territory, in actuality, consistent

commission checks keep coming

regardless of the reps behavior. These

“salespeople” have come to view

themselves as territory caretakers

while disconnecting their own behavior

from the results a long time ago.

Questions to Consider:

1. Is the variable component of your

team’s compensation plan truly

variable based on an individual’s

behavior and effect on results? Or is

the commission simply an automatic

annuity payment?

2. Do your salespeople regularly talk

about the compensation plan or is it

something they ignore?

3. How is the plan driving the behavior

and calendars of sales reps?               �

This article was written by
Mike Weinberg.

To find out more about Mike, visit:
http://newsalescoach.com

This article was written by
Babette Ten Haken.

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/
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Organizations design sales
compensation plans to
drive the desired behavior
of the sales team. That’s
the idea, right? 

Sales Compensation and
Complacency

This series is for you: the not-top-5%, which describes
most of us. We struggle, daily, with self-doubt, making
sense of our company’s marketing communication
messaging which seems to have no bearing on the
reality of sitting across the table from the decision-
maker, and our sense that, perhaps, we should be doing
lots of things differently.

Go with your Gut: You were
Right all the Time

I’m also going to
throw in a bit of a
curve: you may be
under-rating your

capabilities. 

Babette Ten Haken
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Mike Weinburg
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Second, selling internally is –

especially in complex sales -

equipping the relevant stakeholders

within the customer’s organization

with a shared vision of success, to

help them to sell internally. 

And there is a third dimension, our

topic today: Selling internally as key to

success for sales enablement

professionals. I mentioned the need to

be excellent when it comes to selling

internally in half a sentence without

going into detail at the Forrester Sales

Enablement Forum in Scottsdale this

year – and it was tweeted and tweeted

and tweeted… 

Did I hit the nail on the head?

I’m running a variety of different

strategic initiatives with my team,

across the organization. What’s the

most time consuming part of my role?

Selling our visions and initiatives

internally, followed by conceptual and

execution activities. I made this

calendar exercise, when Dan Pink

published his new book “To Sell Is

Human”. He created the term “non-

sales selling”, which means exactly

those activities – persuading,

convincing and moving people,

building agreement networks, getting

buy-in to get initiatives supported and

sponsored with resources, budgets

and ideas.

So, sales enablement has a lot to

do with selling internally. It’s selling a

vision, a shared vision of success

from the very beginning until the value

is delivered with measurable results.

Our internal customers are front

line sales people, first and second line

sales managers, sales executives,

operations managers, or marketing

and portfolio management

colleagues, HR business partners,

process managers, IT architects and

the list goes on and on…

Thinking about selling internally,

the “customers” are front line sales

people, sales managers and

executives, presales, solution sales,

operations managers, marketing and

portfolio managers, HR managers,

process managers, IT architects and

so forth… 

It sounds like a pretty complex

sale, right? 

Let’s discuss lessons learned - I

will start with my six main lessons

learned:

1. Practice what you preach –
Follow a GoToCustomer
approach: 
Address the organization’s problem in

the first place (not what you want to

do!), consider the different patterns

how to solve it, and the different

expectations of your impacted

stakeholders, design a phased

approach how to achieve the future

state and the customer’s desired

outcomes. Define those desired

outcomes with your internal

customers as part of a big picture and

connect measurable KPI’s to this

future vision of success. Additionally,

provide a business case, depending

on the volume of your initiative and

your organization’s policy.

2. Answer the question “Why
do we need to change?” –
You will need a story!
It’s key to success, especially if your

initiative is touching comfort zones

and addressing change and

transformation. Work with scenarios –

first of all, what will happen if we do

nothing? Then, what will happen if we

change? Where is the difference

between current state and future

state, how does the transformation

look like and how do we measure

success? Don’t forget to connect the

metrics to your sales leadership

team’s top KPI’s. Use research data

and analysis and case studies – data

are your best friends. What are other

organizations doing, what are world

class sales organizations doing?

What’s different to your specific

situation? Work from the outside to

the inside, but never forget to add

your organization’s specific color.

Every journey will be unique.

3. Focus on the shared vision
of success: 
Let’s assume, the problem and the

impact are agreed, the “why change”

question could be answered, create a

shared vision of success. This is a

story to communicate your vision to

different stakeholders, it should

include the big picture, the path how

do we come from the current state to

the desired future state and what’s

each stakeholder’s contribution to be

successful in each phase. This step is

building trust, showing that your

approach is well thought through, that

you know the upcoming challenges

along the transformation. Perfect to

ask for specific support in each phase.

4. Define “time” and results:
In case you have a tactical initiative,

you might be able to deliver results

within one or two quarters, let’s say

you set up new sales messages in

new content types and you provide

the related trainings. But in case you

are addressing a change initiative

which is changing sales

methodologies, sales management

methodologies, selling processes,

strategies etc., define “time”. You will

have initiatives that will last between

twelve and eighteen months to

achieve the promised future state.

You will need senior executive

sponsorship over this entire time

frame. So, provide defined progress

and results in a phased approach to

help people to understand that you

are on track.

5. Create a clear picture
regarding change and
transformation impact:
Change and transformation programs

have certain curves. Often, the curve

makes the situation worse before it’s

getting better and better. Your

stakeholders have to be prepared,

they need to send the right messages

at the right time and they need to

prove sales leadership. If you change

the sales methodology, you will face

those situations. To be able to

manage those situations successfully,

strong and clear messages that are

reinforcing the change are key to

success.

6. Offer your sales
enablement services as a
business within a business: 
That’s the shift from activities to

services. It’s what you could

implement after you rolled out

successfully a new initiative. As soon

as the results are delivered and the

impact is achieved, why not

designing a sales enablement

service (platform, process, content,

training, coaches, etc.)? We created

such a service for account planning,

offering a process, a methodology,

content in terms of “how to”

guidelines and templates, webinar

trainings and dedicated account

coaches. A great idea to be

implemented after pilots and first

projects were successful. Take all

your lessons learned during these

phases to design a sustainable,

mature and valuable service.

Chime in, share your thoughts and

add your lessons learned to the list! �

Why Selling Internally Is Key To Success
For Sales Enablement Professionals
Selling internally is often harder than selling externally.
First, that’s when sellers complain about processes,
templates, specific questions they have to answer to
get delivery commitments, resources, etc.

This article was written by Tamara Schenk.
To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Chime in, share your
thoughts and add

your lessons learned
to the list!
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Tamara Schenk



In the US, 97.7% of all businesses

have 19 employees or less and yet

so many of the sales books are written

for the minority of businesses with

over 500 employees. Leanne

Hoagland-Smith looks to support the

majority of small businesses by

guiding the executives and sales

professionals with doable and

sustainable marketing, selling and

keeping actions.

Having over 25 years in sales,

Leanne experienced firsthand how

small business owners failed to

understand the dynamics of the sales

process especially attracting attention

(marketing). Her book, be the Red

Jacket in a Sea of Gray Suits, The

Keys to Unlocking Sales Success, is a

framework to guide crazy busy sales

professionals to achieve their goals

while recognizing their biggest

Focus On
Leanne Hoagland-Smith
Small business sales coach and heurist, Leanne Hoagland-
Smith continues to support forward thinking leaders who
recognize the status quo is their number one competitor.

obstacle is probably themselves. 

“Sales are the oxygen that keeps

any business alive. Yet I regularly

observe actions from small business

owners, sales managers and sales

professionals that shut off and worse

yet lock those oxygen values. I wrote

be the Red Jacket to unlock the

obstacles that I have experienced not

only from my own corporate life, but

from working with many sales

professionals during the last 15

years.”

“Also, what I have come to realize

is so many sales leaders do not know

what they really do well. They think

they know and this false knowledge

obstructs opportunities. Crystal clarity

is crucial to sale success.”                   �

Other topics in be the red Jacket
include emotional intelligence,
CLEAR communication and a
plethora of sales coaching tips.
Some of the free activities from be
the Red jacket including a one page
action plan are available at
http://www.processspecialist.com/

Sou’ve no doubt heard the term

content marketing. You may even

be a willing and active participant in

creating media and content for your

organization, whether this comes in the

form of blogging, social media

participation, or creating email

campaigns, to name a few.

This is all well and good, and

publishing the latest blog post may

very well reach a new person, and

make them a prospect, or an online

search may lead to your post, and

result in some inbound traffic that

results in new opportunities. 

Again, this is great. And a critical

purpose to your content marketing

strategy, as a part of your ongoing

sales process.

But do you realize you’ve been

building important assets? Long-term

assets you can use again and again in

your sales process?

Too many people create thousands

and thousands of words, record hours

and hours of podcasts, and apart from

the immediate pop from publishing the

post today, and the obvious search

engine benefits, the content largely

goes into a black hole and is never

seen or heard from again. 

Ostensibly, you created the content

for a reason in the first place: to answer

a question, to overcome a sales

objection, or to expedite learning and

understanding.

So it almost goes without saying

that you would/should use the content

again down the road. It is perfectly

appropriate to repurpose older content

to serve new audiences.

Here are some examples of content

you can repurpose and reuse:

1. Blog posts, from your blog’s

archives.

2. YouTube videos, from your

YouTube channel’s archives.

3. Podcasts/video interviews - There

are gems in those older conversations.

4. e-Books you’ve created.

5. Email autoresponder courses

you’ve created

[Note: If you haven’t done items 4 and

5, these are great vehicles to create

with older, archived content.]. 

This strategy and the utilization of

older content isn’t rocket science. But

the tricky part is to discipline yourself to

properly inventory all the content

you’ve created.Why?

To make it easier to remember what

you’ve created, so that you can pull

those specific arrows out of your quiver

when you most need them, and can

find them quickly.

That’s the science behind proper

document management, to pull up and

access company documents to make

informed decisions faster.

The same principle applies to you

as a content marketer: the ability to put

your hands on relevant and helpful

content to arm your prospect with

knowledge faster, all in hopes of

making a buying decision faster.

So, the lesson here is two-fold:

One, do NOT forget to leverage

your older content buried deep in the

archives. But most importantly, keep an

inventory of the great content you’ve

created by subject, to enable easy

access to get it to market quickly.        �

This article was written 
by Todd Schnick.

To find out more about Todd, visit:
http://intrepid-llc.com/
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Are salespeople missing huge
opportunities by not fully
utilizing their digital assets?
Lots of debate about how to integrate social media and
blogging into your sales process, but one thing too
many salespeople fail to to is properly inventory and
utilize the digital assets already at their disposal.
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You can buy a copy of Leanne’s book at Amazon HERE

Todd Schnick

http://www.amazon.com/Red-Jacket-sea-gray-suits/dp/0981800459/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1305630908&sr=1-1
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